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Since my last update on November 1, we have experienced a substantial setback
regarding the potential of starting the basketball and volleyball seasons on time.  With the state’s
move backwards to Phase 3, all school sports are currently on “pause”.  This setback is certainly
disappointing, but we are steadfast in our belief that extra-curricular activities are an essential
component of the educational process and remain determined to provide athletics this school
year.

Wrestling
The IESA has pushed the wrestling season back once again.  Practices are now set to

begin on April 5 with matches beginning on April 12 and the season-ending Regional
tournament being May 29.  Like girls’ basketball, this season now overlaps with track & field.
While this is not ideal, it is better than cancelation. We will be making a determination later this
winter if students will be given the option to participate in both wrestling/girls basketball and
track & field.  The current wrestling schedule posted online will be rescheduled.

Boys Basketball, Cheerleading, Dance, and Girls Volleyball
We don’t know officially if basketball or volleyball seasons will be pushed back again,

but it is certainly a possibility.  Because of  the current pandemic climate and the governor's
recent remarks, we are preparing ourselves for the possibility of the season schedules to change
again.  The current schedules are posted online.

Clinics
It is still our plan to conduct these clinics prior to each season.   The most realistic option

will be to hold these clinics just prior to try-outs. At this point, the absolute last scenario would
be to host them at the end of the school year.  We will accommodate anyone who would like a
refund.  However, we will subtract the t-shirt cost. Each registrant will still receive a t-shirt.
These requests can be made with Mrs. Happach at erika.happach@mcusd709.org. We will
communicate the new schedule as soon as it is determined.

New Gym
To say we are excited about the new space would be a drastic understatement.

Construction is currently wrapping up and we plan to begin the move-in process later this week
with PE class using the new gym next week.  This schedule is fluid and could be adjusted
depending on how construction wraps up.
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Current Plan Options (dependent on the State of Illinois)

PLAN A - INTERSCHOLASTIC GAMES WITH SPECTATORS
● 15-contest (maximum) regular season
● Spectators and athletes required to wear masks
● This plan is probably the least likely to occur

PLAN B - INTERSCHOLASTIC GAMES WITH LIMITED OR NO SPECTATORS
● 15-contest (maximum) regular season
● Number of spectators determined by IDPH
● Games live streamed via MPTV and NFHS Network (subscription required)
● Cheer and dance teams still perform, possibly pep band
● Opportunity to purchase a fan cutout (like MLB) teams

PLAN C - PRACTICES ONLY
Prior to the Tier 3 recurrence, basketball, volleyball, and wrestling are only allowed to

practice.  Sports must be recognized as “lower risk” in order to compete with another school.
Currently, basketball and wrestling are designated as “higher risk” and volleyball as  “moderate
risk.”  When intrasquad scrimmages are allowed, we intend to treat them like real games with
officials, uniforms, live streaming, with cheer & dance teams.
Practice Formats:

● Moderate risk -- normal practices, masks worn, intrasquad scrimmages allowed
● Higher risk -- "no-contact practice and training” is interpreted as being able to use

a ball without physical contact; masks worn

PLAN D - CANCELLATION
We will do everything within our power to avoid this result. If the IESA were to cancel a

season, we intend to still do whatever is allowed under the state guidelines and board of
education direction. The IESA does not solely determine our decisions.

IESA
The future of the Illinois Elementary School Association continues to be in jeopardy due

to the association’s inability to host state tournaments. MJHS has been a dedicated member of
the IESA since its creation in the 1930s, and we continue to value its leadership.  We will
continue to monitor the situation and support the IESA in any way we can.

https://www.iesa.org/documents/health/IESA-AltSeptPlan.pdf
https://www.iesa.org/documents/health/IESA-AltSeptPlan.pdf
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As a parent of two student-athletes myself, I am well aware of the continued

disappointment and ongoing stress COVID-19 has created. I, too, share in the collective
frustrations families are feeling.  I promise to continue fighting for our kids and assure you, we
will do everything legally possible to provide opportunities for our kids this school year.

We appreciate our families’ understanding as well as their continued support. We will
continue to keep the health and safety of our students, staff, and fans at the forefront of our
thoughts and plans. We beg parents to continue discussing with their students both the
importance and best strategies to staying healthy.

We ask that you follow these guidelines:
● Wearing a face-covering when around other people
● Observing social distancing whenever possible
● Staying home when ill and/or expected to quarantine (this is not limited to school)
● Report positive COVID tests and/or close contact with positive cases
● Cooperate with contact tracing efforts

We are committed to keeping students healthy. Please help us keep everyone safe.

Please let me know if you have any questions. We will continue to communicate as new
information is released and/or decisions are made. Again, thank you for your continued support.

Contact information: chris.carter@mcusd709.org, 309-284-5060 (o), 309-208-5037 (c)


